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Abstract

A method for learning lexical representations of un-
known words in an unsupervised manner is described.
The unknown words are automatically extracted from
continuous speech and a clustering algorithm is used
to derive word clusters and lexical representations
based on the set of phonetic units used in the sys-
tem. In experiments, we verify the robustness of
the approach. An interesting feature is that extrac-
tion errors usually do no harm, as wrongly extracted
words tend to inhabit clusters by themselves and thus
do not adversely e�ect the modeling of correctly ex-
tracted words.

1. Introduction

Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word acquisition for a speech
recognition system is an importantmeans to make an
out-of-the-box system adaptive to the user's require-
ments by allowing him to add to the vocabulary. In
the past this has often been done by giving the user
an input mode in which he can enter new words by
voice and assign a transcription or action. We re-
fer to this as supervised word acquisition. There
are applications where the acquisition should pro-
ceed without going through an explicit registration
mode, perhaps without the user even noticing that
acquisition is taking place.

One such application is the Entertainment Robot,
such as AIBO [1] (Fig. 1), which has a limited vo-
cabulary when purchased. Ideally the robot should
be able to learn new words either by actively be-
ing taught or by \absorbing" them from the users
conversation, much like a child does. There is a sig-
ni�cant entertainment value in enabling the robot
to learn the users original pronunciation patterns,
which may not be contained in any dictionary, such
as nick-names or phantasy names. Thus acquisition
of completely original words is an important aspect
of robot-human interaction.

Another application of unsupervised spoken word
acquisition in a telephone based dialogue system is
described by Gorin et al [2]. Here, the authors ap-
ply a neural architecture to sets of isolated words
derived from user utterances. Words are modeled
by sets of previously observed spectral sequences be-
lieved to belong to the same word. New utterances

Figure 1: Entertainment Robot AIBO.

are either used to extend existing sets or to start new
ones based on a distance threshold. While ground-
breaking their approach su�ers from the requirement
to utter words in isolation, and from the poor model
of a word as a set of observed spectral sequences.

In large vocabulary continuous speech recogni-
tion systems, words are generally represented by sym-
bolic (phonetic) sequences and the mapping between
the feature space and the symbolic space is provided
by sub-word HMMs. Ideally we would like to auto-
matically acquire new words using the same repre-
sentation.

Data-driven learning of word pronunciations has
been described by Sloboda [3], where he extends the
pronunciation variants of dictionary entries in a data-
driven way based on counts of usage. Itou et al [4]
described a method for �nding a single pronuncia-
tion that simultaneously gives good likelihood for all
utterances of a given word. In both of these ap-
proaches, word-level supervision is required, i.e. no
automatic clustering takes place.

Iwahashi and Tamura [5] described a method for
learning the association between acoustic stimuli and
semantic representation which includes the recogni-
tion and acquisition of new words and even the acqui-
sition of grammar rules. Here words are represented
by word HMMs and a generalized k-means clustering
method is used to learn new words. This method in-
volves the periodic re-estimating of the word HMMs.
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Due to the large parameter space, this can require
considerable run-time resources and occasionally due
to suboptimal convergence, the optimal clustering is
not found.

In this paper we adopt a clustering method based
not on word HMMs, but on the conventional sym-
bolic representations using trained phoneme HMMs.
This reduces the search space to an extent that a full
search becomes possible.

The association of the newly learned words to a
semantic representation is an important issue and
discussed at length by Gorin et al [2] and Iwahashi
and Tamura [5]. Without this, word acquisition has
no meaning. We intend to use the robots visual
system to provide semantic content such as colour,
shape, gesture or facial expression. However in this
study we concentrate on the acoustic side and post-
pone the problem of semantic association to later.

2. Overview

In the following we distinguish whether a word is
in the built-in vocabulary of the system or in the
acquired vocabulary of the system. For a new utter-
ance the following steps need to be performed:

1. Determine whether the utterance contains one
or more words that are not in the built-in vo-
cabulary

2. If so, extract the waveform data corresponding
to the new word.

3. Determine whether the new word is already
contained in the acquired vocabulary.

4. If so, utilize it to improve the model of the
acquired word.

5. If not, create a new word entry in the acquired
dictionary.

In the following two sections we explain in more
detail how these steps are performed.

3. Isolated word acquisition

Here we consider the simpler problem, where the to-
be-learned words have already been extracted. That
is, we are given isolated words and have to perform
steps 3, 4 and 5.

The system maintains a list of utterance clusters
and, for each utterance cluster, a phonetic represen-
tative. An utterance cluster is the set of all utter-
ances that are believed to belong to the same (ac-
quired) word. The phonetic representative is, like a
dictionary entry, a string of phonetic units that best
represents the utterances in the cluster.

First, we give an overview of the algorithm: When
a new utterance is entered, it is �rst assumed to be-
long to one of the already acquired words and is
assigned to the `closest' cluster. This is simply an
isolated word recognition problem, where the cluster

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5
u1 10 8 9 7 9
u2 3 5 4 4 2
u3 10 9 11 7 8
u4 9 8 10 12 7
u5 2 2 2 3 4

sum 34 32 36 33 30

Figure 2: Scoresheet for a cluster with �ve utterances
(u1; : : : ; u5). Cell (i; j) contains L(ui; seq(uj)). By
de�nition, for each row, the highest likelihood resides
on the diagonal. s3 = seq(u3) is chosen as the cluster
representative, because its total score, 36, is best.

representatives are used as the dictionary. The clus-
ter to which the new utterance was assigned is then
split into two, and two new cluster representatives
are calculated. It is then checked whether the new
representatives model the split cluster signi�cantly
better than before. If so the split is kept (i.e. the
number of acquired words has increased by one) if
not, it is undone.

In either case, all cluster representatives will be
newly calculated, based on the clusters they repre-
sent. Here the k-means algorithm is used, which
means that the assignment of utterances to clusters
may also change.

In this overview, we left out some details which
are explained below:

3.1. Calculation of cluster representative from

utterance cluster

A reasonable approach would be to look for the pho-
netic sequence that optimizes the total recognition
score of all utterances in the cluster (maximum like-
lihood approach). While in principle possible, �nd-
ing this phoneme sequence is quite a complex search
problem, so we use a simpler approach here: Let
L(u; s) denote the recognition score (log likelihood)
of utterance u when forcibly aligned to phonetic se-
quence s. And denote seq(u) the output of a phonetic
typewriter, i.e.

seq(u) = argmax
s

L(u; s)

The representative rep(C) of cluster C = fuig is cho-
sen as

rep(C) = seq

 
argmax

u2C

X
v2C

L(v; seq(u))

!

The process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

3.2. Determining a cluster split

For a cluster of size n, there are only n(n � 1)=2
possible splits (one for each pair of representatives,
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chosen out of n possible representatives). A split has
to satisfy that for each of the two sub clusters C1,
C2:

Ci =

�
uj 2 C

����arg max
k2f1;2g

L(uj ; rep(Ck)) = i

�
(1)

Iterating eq. 1 results in the k-means algorithm and
convergence to a �x-point is guaranteed. Alterna-
tively, as there are only n(n � 1)=2 possibilities, all
�x-points can easily be found. Out of those the
\globally best", i.e. the one maximizingX

u2C

max
i2f1;2g

L(u; rep(Ci))

is chosen. The scoresheet contains all information
necessary to evaluate a split (no additional recogni-
tions need to be performed). Thus it is possible to
evaluate all possible splits with very little computa-
tional e�ort.

3.3. Split veri�cation

To verify whether a cluster split should be performed
or else undone we evaluate the cluster distance de-
�ned by

R = max
u2C

����L(u; rep(C1)) � L(u; rep(C2))

����
and undo the split if the R is less than a certain
threshold.

4. Embedded word acquisition

In our entertainment robot application, we cannot
expect that the to-be-acquired words are handed to
us in isolation. Extracting OOV words from contin-
uous speech is not an easy problem. In the AIBO do-
main, things are further complicated by the require-
ment to function in an acoustic environment con-
taminated by impact and actuator noises. Thus we
decided on a relatively limited but robust approach.

In the approach, a grammar with explicit `hold-
ers' for OOVs is prepared. The grammar contains
`teaching patterns' such as

Look, this is a <OOV>.

That's an <OOV>, OK.

That's a <OOV>, isn't it.

We use about 200 of such patterns in Japanese.
Recognition is then constrained to this grammar.
The OOV holders are matched by an unconstrained
sequence of phonetic units. The acoustic models used
for built-in vocabulary and the OOV are the same,
but a frame-based penalty is incurred for the OOV
holders. This is to prevent the OOV holders from
`eating' into the surrounding context.

In this way, feature vector sequence of the OOV
can be extracted. The optimal phoneme sequence
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Figure 3: Split error to threshold score.

needed for the construction of the scoresheet is auto-
matically available also. The extracted feature vec-
tor sequence is then fed into isolated acquisition al-
gorithm described above.

5. Experiments and results

5.1. Determining the splitting threshold

In the �rst experiment we tried to determine a suit-
able threshold for the split veri�cation described in
section 3.3 as it obviously depends upon the acous-
tic model. For this experiment we used an isolated
word database consisting of 104 words each uttered
20 times by a single speaker. The experiment con-
sisted of 104*105/2 runs, each examining a single
cluster of 20 utterances. Each run analyzed a dif-
ferent word pair (x; y). When x equaled y, all 20
utterances of this word were used. When x 6= y, ten
utterances of each word were used. For each run,
it was recorded at which veri�cation threshold, the
cluster would split, and whether the split would re-
sult in the correct partition. All results were com-
piled into Fig. 3 which indicates for a given threshold
the percentage of wrong outcomes. An outcome was
declared wrong if either some utterances belonging
to the same word ended up in di�erent clusters or,
in the case of x 6= y, if no split occurred.

As can be seen, it is possible to choose the thresh-
old relatively uncritically in the range of 100 to 250
while incurring less than 0.5% splitting errors.

By manually investigating the phonetic transcrip-
tions of each cluster (representatives), we found that
many were `readable' and quite close to the dictio-
nary transcription of that word. This shows that
the approximation described in section 3.1 is reason-
able. In general, as also observed by Itou et al [4],
the transcription of a cluster improved as more ut-
terances were added (Fig. 4).
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# of samples
in cluster

Representative of
cluster for /ai/

1 \a w a i i"
3 \a o a i i"
10 \a a i i"

Figure 4: Example of how the transcription of a clus-
ter improves as more samples are added.
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Figure 5: Cluster size and detection error. The clus-
ters indicated by �lled triangles are discussed in the
text.

5.2. Embedded word acquisition

We applied the clustering method to acquire OOVs
implied in continuous speech as described in section
4. The database consisted of 2400 utterances spoken
by six speakers. Each utterance forms a sentence
including only one of 25 keywords. Each speaker
covers 10 keywords and one keyword is covered by
two or more speakers. Each utterance is recognized
by a simple grammar which allows only one OOV
word. No keyword is listed in the word dictionary so
that we expect to detect them as OOV word. The
detected OOV word is isolated from the continuous
speech and processed as described in section 3.

In Fig. 5 each dot represents a cluster and the
average extraction error is plotted against the size of
the cluster (number of utterances). The extraction
error is measured as the sum of the absolute values
of the di�erences of the start and end frames of the
extracted word and a hand label. It can be seen that
large extraction errors occur in clusters of small size.
(That is to say, the same error is not repeated). Thus
we argue, that such wrongly extracted words can be
ignored by employing simple means such as ignoring
outlier clusters.

We analyzed the cases of high detection error and
large cluster size and found that these were due to

extremely short (and wrong) representatives such as

Representative That Cluster Contains Utterances of

\o:" 4 * `orange', 22 * `blue', 2 * `book'
\g" 6 * `orange', 2 * `yellow', 3 * `blue'

These two clusters are marked by �lled triangles in
Fig 3. We hope that by constraining the OOV ex-
traction process, e.g. by requiring the OOV word to
span a minimum number of frames and/or phonetic
symbols, such mis-extractions can be avoided.

6. Conclusion

We have described a method for automatically learn-
ing new words extracted from continuous utterances.
The method was shown to be robust in �nding word
clusters when the words are presented in isolation.
When words were extracted automatically extrac-
tion errors were observed and these lead to many
more clusters. However wrongly extracted words
tended to inhabit clusters by themselves, which pre-
vented them from adversely a�ecting clusters con-
taining correctly extracted words. Thus it can be
said, that with simple post-processing the automatic
clustering method can build reliable word clusters
without human intervention even when the OOV ex-
traction process has a signi�cant error rate.

We look forward to associating visual stimuli to
the extracted word clusters and thus assign semantic
information.
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